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Agenda

• Capital Delivery Process
• Current Project Status
• Report on Main Library Visioning Exercise

– The Vision….
– Scenarios….
– Ideas….

• Discussion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for coming. This is intended to be the first of a series of quarterly updates that well be held throughout the course of our developing building project. The session is being recorded, and it will be posted online, so while you may want to feverishly take notes, if you miss something there will be an opportunity to review the transcript. The agenda for today’s session is up here. I will be on deck for most of the early agenda items. At the end, we will have plenty of time for discussion, so please hold your questions until then. However, in order to respect everyone’s time, we will have a hard stop at 11:30. 
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Capital Delivery Process

• Mission statement

• Master planning

• Feasibility study

• Strategic planning

• Project team

• Project scheduling

• Project visioning

• Programming

• Conceptualization

• Project budgeting

• Schematic design

• Design development

• Construction 
documents

• Budgeting

• Bidding & award

• Mobilization

• Project construction

• Equipment delivery

• Commissioning

• Inspections

• Occupancy planning

• Staff orientation

• Furniture fixture & 
equipment 
installation

• Moving

• Occupancy

• Warranty
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Current Status

• Staff Support Activities
– Wellness Workshops – Thanks to Staff Development and Training Cmte.

• Current Project Status – Main Library 
– The Aspirational Phase:

• Part One: Program validation, programming, and space planning
• Part Two: conceptualization and design, prioritization and phasing

• Current Project Status – Special Collections Library 
– Internal information gathering phase
– Kick-off Meeting Scheduled: June 17, 2019
– Following the kick-off meeting, we should see a similar process as 

above starting to develop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In some respects, what we anticipate seeing from this is an aspirational goal. I like to think of it as the concept car phase, something that we can look at from an aspirational standpoint that we fully intend to see refined as we go forward. As many of you know from reading the monthly updates that have gone out, the University Library is working with Johnson, Lasky, Kindelin Architects and brightspot strategies. Throughout the March, April, and May, representatives from JLK and brightspot were on campus conducting site surveys. In April and May, the firms conducted interviews with a number of individuals throughout the Library. And, in mid-May, the two consulting firms were on campus in order to execute a three-day visioning exercise intended to help move us through part one of the project. That part one is focused on program validation, programming, and space planning. As noted, it only focused on discussions about the Main Library Building. And, what it provides us is preliminary ideas about what we might be looking at in the future. The second part of the work will look at conceptual design, prioritization, and phasing issues. I will go into more detail on the results of the exercise in a couple minutes. As for the Special Collections Library, we are currently in an information gathering phase. We have a working group chaired by Joanne Kaczmarek and four different sub-groups gathering information that will be fed into the process shortly. They are examining things like environment and storage, operations, public service needs, etc…. 



Main Library: Visioning, Space 
Prioritization, and Review
• May 14: Visioning/Program Scenarios

– Confirm Goals
– Develop a Vision and Guiding Principles
– Explore and Analyze Several Programmatic Scenarios

• May 15: Space Prioritization
– Prioritize Space Needs
– Define Key Adjacencies

• May 16: Campus Committee
– Review and Discuss Key Outcomes
– Solicit Strategic Input

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted, we spent three days with JLK and brightspot in mid-May



Main Library: Visioning, Space 
Prioritization, and Review
• Programming WG –

– Susan Avery, Kirstin Johnson (Chair), Karen Hogenboom, Sara Holder, John 
Laskowski, Nancy O'Brien, Megean Osuchowski, Jeff Schrader, Tom Teper, David 
Ward, Cherie' Weible

• Collections WG –
– Paula Carns (Chair), MJ Han, Mary Laskowski, Joe Lenkart, Michael Norman, 

Jeff Schrader, Jennifer Teper, Tom Teper, Gennye Varvel, Cherie' Weible, Lisa 
Romero

• Library Consultation WG –
– David Chasco (Co-Chair), Ariana Traill (Co-Chair), Greg Girolami, Thomas 

Johnson, Kathryn LaBarre, Melissa Michael, Robert Morrissey, Lori Newcomb, 
Laura Payne, Aric Rindfleisch, Lynne Thomas, Assata Zerai, Leslie Morrow, 
Alexandra Greulich, Cynthia Oliver, Thomas Teper, Matthew Tomaszewski

• Others – Dean Wilkin, Chris Prom, Heidi Imker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted, we spent three days with JLK and brightspot in mid-May



Main Library: Project Vision

The Main Library’s comprehensive collections and 
expertise present a wealth of resources that advance 
UIUC’s engagement with the lifecycle of research and 
creation of knowledge. 

The building exemplifies a balance of traditional and 
emerging ways of working, access to/use of collections, 
and architecture. 



This environment….

• Supports scholarship in all its forms….
• Effectively connects users to relevant spaces, services, and 

collections….
• Enables convergence and divergence, addressing a range of 

needs….
– Serves individual (research) pursuits….
– Creates a vibrant hub…. 

• Provides flexible spaces to adapt and respond to evolving user 
needs….

• Promotes accessibility and inclusivity with its spaces, people, 
and resources…

• Offers unique spaces and services not duplicated elsewhere on 
campus….



Scenario: Partner+

• Partner+ Space Characteristics:
– Individual/private spaces where researchers can work
– A range of tech-equipped user spaces
– Flexible event spaces
– Exhibit spaces
– Space for more library instruction
– Blended staff and user space

• Design Principles for Collections
– Maintain current number of volumes in library
– Show importance/authority and entice use
– Enable easy movement and combined use of physical/digital media
– Highlight the evolving use of physical media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I noted, the scenarios exercise allowed participants to discuss a number of different scenarios: Library as Partner… as Activator… as Innovator…. What we settled on by the time that the campus committee met on the third day was something called Partner+. It drew most substantially from the Library as Partner model, but it included elements of the other two. What you see on the screen now represents characteristics of the Partner+ Space and design principles around the collections that we anticipate seeing in the Main Library. 



Scenario: Partner+

• What might we see:
– Collections
– Departmental Libraries
– Learning Center
– Media Commons
– Scholarly Center 
– Cooperative Research 

Commons
– Graduate Commons

– An Entry “Hub”
– Café 
– Flexible Instructional 

Spaces
– Collaboration/Hangout 

Spaces
– Individual Research Spaces
– Blended Staff+User Space
– Collaboration Space



Adjacencies Diagram



Highlighted Building Opportunities

• North/South Passageway
• Circulation Room as “event 

space”
• New Southwest Modern Entry
• Courtyards: Café or Glass roofed 

event spaces, interior spaces
• 4th Floor Destination Space
• Improved Adjacencies and 

Transparencies 

• Caveat:
– The outline of the proposed 

learning center is all TBD and 
purely a place holder at this point. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The big caveat: 



Scenario 1: Clear Crossroads



Scenario 2: Southwest Plaza



Scenario 3: New Functions/New Space



Questions and Discussion…

• In the spirit of information sharing…
• Other Discussion/Questions?
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